Abstract: Accurate predictions of wind speed and wind energy are essential in renewable energy planning and management. This study was carried out to test the accuracy of two different neuro fuzzy techniques (neuro fuzzy system with grid partition (NF-GP) and neuro fuzzy system with substractive clustering (NF-SC)), and two heuristic regression methods (least square support vector regression (LSSVR) and M5 regression tree (M5RT)) in the prediction of hourly wind speed and wind power using a cross-validation method. Fourfold cross-validation was employed by dividing the data into four equal subsets. LSSVR's performance was superior to that of the M5RT, NF-SC, and NF-GP models for all datasets in wind speed prediction. The overall average root-mean-square errors (RMSE) of the M5RT, NF-GP, and NF-SC models decreased by 11.71%, 1.68%, and 2.94%, respectively, using the LSSVR model. The applicability of the four different models was also investigated in the prediction of one-hour-ahead wind power. The results showed that NF-GP's performance was superior to that of LSSVR, NF-SC, and M5RT. The overall average RMSEs of LSSVR, NF-SC, and M5RT decreased by 5.52%, 1.30%, and 15.6%, respectively, using NF-GP.
Introduction
Currently, because of increasing environmental pollution and the energy crisis, wind energy is very important for the energy industry. The use of wind energy in electricity production is widespread, and new units with a nominal capacity of thousands of megawatts are being installed each year [1] . In 2017, according to the report of World Wind Energy Association, the total installed wind power capacity (WPC) of the whole world increased to 539 GW with recent installation of 52.6 GW [2] , while the global growth rate was 10.8%. In the same year in China, the recently installed WPC was 15 GW, and the total capacity reached 163.67 GW with a 21.3% increment. Both the wind power capacity and the growth rate of China were larger than those of other countries in 2017. Wind energy is important models. Saleh et al. [27] used NF to predict wind energy using fuzzy cluster means for selecting the optimal fuzzy rules. They found that the proposed NF model provided good prediction accuracy in wind energy prediction. Giorgi et al. [28] used NF, NN, and ARMA models to predict wind power. Their results showed superior accuracy of the NF model compared to ARIMA and NN. Mohandes et al. [29] estimated the wind speed at different heights using the NF model. The results demonstrated that the NF model could be applied successfully in the estimation of wind speeds at higher heights, using the wind speed at lower heights as inputs. Johnson et al. [31] applied the NF model to predict five-minutes-ahead wind power. The results were compared with the persistence method, and it was found that NF provided better accuracy compared to the latter model. LSSVR was also extensively applied in solving many wind energy problems in recent years [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Zhang et al. [33] applied the LSSVR model for wind energy prediction, compared with the RBF model, and found that LSSVR provided better results than RBF. Wang et al. [34] used a model combination of ARIMA, extreme learning machine, SVR, and LSSVR for wind speed prediction. Liu and Li [36] predicted short-term wind speed and wind power by utilizing LSSVR with wavelet transform (WT). The results were compared with a recursive least square (RLS) regression model, and the LSSVR-WT gave better results than the RLS-WT model. Zhou et al. [38] made a study on the fine-tuning of SVR model parameters to predict wind speed for one-step-ahead horizon. The simulated results showed that the SVR models processed by fine-tuning outperformed the persistence model. Guo et al. [39] used the LSSVR model for wind speed prediction in the Hexi corridor of China. They compared the results of LSSVR with two statistical models, ARIMA and seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA), and also made a hybrid of LSSVR with these models. The results indicated that LSSVR alone provided better accuracy compared to the others. Yuan et al. [40] applied the LSSVR model with a gravitational search algorithm for the prediction of wind power. They compared the optimized LSSVR with SVR and NN, and LSSVR's performance was superior to that of the other models. M5RT is not as popular as NF and LSSVR in the field of wind energy, and there are limited applications in the literature related to wind prediction. To our best knowledge, the applications of M5 regression trees in wind energy modeling were only reported by Kusiak et al. [41, 42] .
In this research, the applicability of LSSVR, M5RT, NF-SC, and NF-GP methods was investigated for predicting hourly wind speed (WS) and wind power (WP) time series using a cross-validation method. The cross-validation method and M5RT were used successfully in recent years for modeling hydrological time series [43, 44] . Thus, the authors were compelled to apply these methods to wind time series to check their performance. It is worthy to note that there are no published studies in the literature that predict the wind speed and wind power by comparing LSSVR, M5RT, NF-SC, and NF-GP models while also using the cross-validation method. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the basic structures of the LSSVR, M5RT, NF-SC, and NF-GP models are briefly explained. In Section 3, the data used in the analysis are described. In Section 4, two neuro-fuzzy and two heuristic regression models are applied for the prediction of hourly wind speed and wind power. The performance of the four models is analyzed with respect to three statistical indexes. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks. The models were applied using MATLAB software in the present study [45] .
Methods Applied in the Research

Neuro-Fuzzy System
The NF system has an architecture which consolidates fuzzy logic and NN. This method was introduced by Jang [46] . NF has an approximating capacity of any real continuous function on a compact set to any level of exactness [47] . NF utilizes an NN learning algorithm for constructing fuzzy if-then rules with proper membership functions (MFs) from the stipulated input-output pairs. Numerous sorts of inference systems exist in the literature [48] [49] [50] . Sugeno's fuzzy structure of the NF system is computationally more accurate compared to other alternatives. This type of NF is the most common candidate for fuzzy modeling. It comprises five layers, as shown in Figure 1 . More detailed information about NF can be obtained from Jang [46] .
NF-GP:
In this NF model, the grid partition (GP) is used. GP utilizes an axis-paralleled partition dependent on a predefined number of membership functions to divide the input space into rectangular sub-spaces. In NF-GP, by expanding the quantity of the input variables, the quantity of fuzzy rules also increases exponentially. For example, let us assume that we have t input variables and l MFs; then, the quantity of rules will be t l [51] . More information regarding NF-GP can be obtained from Abonyi et al. [52] .
NF-SC:
The NF sub-clustering model is an expansion of the mountain clustering approach proposed by Yager and Filev [53] , which combines the NF model with the subtractive clustering method. This method was later modified by Chiu [54] . The benefit of NF-SC is that it takes out the need to indicate a grid resolution, thereby diminishing the computational complexity of the previous mountain clustering strategy. In the method, every data point is taken into account as a possible cluster center and the potential of this point is computed by its distance to every other point. A data point having many neighboring data points has a high potential value. The influential radius ought to be distinguished for determining the quantity of clusters. If a small radius is selected, it causes numerous clusters and, thus, requires numerous rules [55] . In this manner, the choice of appropriate radius is critical for data space clustering. Details of NF-SC were given by Chiu [56] and Cobaner [57] . 
NF-GP:
NF-SC:
Least Square Support Vector Regression
LSSVR, introduced by Suykens and Vandewalle [58] , is an alteration of SVR to solve the issues of regression, classification, and function estimation [58] [59] [60] [61] . SVR is a supervised machine learning technique proposed by Vapnik [62] and his co-workers in 1995. LSSVR has an advantage compared 
LSSVR, introduced by Suykens and Vandewalle [58] , is an alteration of SVR to solve the issues of regression, classification, and function estimation [58] [59] [60] [61] . SVR is a supervised machine learning technique proposed by Vapnik [62] and his co-workers in 1995. LSSVR has an advantage compared to SVR due to a reduction in the complexity of the optimization process, due to its use of linear equations instead of quadratic equations [63] [64] [65] . Figure 2 shows the procedure of LSSVR. By utilizing input x i (previous wind speed/wind power values) and output y i (current wind speed/wind power) time series, the LSSVR function can be expressed as shown below. to SVR due to a reduction in the complexity of the optimization process, due to its use of linear equations instead of quadratic equations [63] [64] [65] . Figure 2 shows the procedure of LSSVR. By utilizing input xi (previous wind speed/wind power values) and output yi (current wind speed/wind power) time series, the LSSVR function can be expressed as shown below. 
where x is the input, y indicates the output, is the weight vector with m dimension, is the mapping term, and is the bias term [66, 67] . The cost function of LSSVR can be expressed as
which has the following constraints:
where and represent the regularization constant and the training error for , respectively. To solve Equation (2), the Lagrange multiplier optimal programming method is employed to find the solutions of and e. By altering the constraint problem into an non-constraint problem, the objective function can be achieved [23] . The Lagrange function, L, can be calculated as
where is the Lagrange multiplier. By applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [68] , the optimal conditions can be computed by independently calculating the partial derivatives of Equation (4) with respect to , , , and β, as follows: 
where x is the input, y indicates the output, ω is the weight vector with m dimension, ϕ is the mapping term, and b is the bias term [66, 67] . The cost function of LSSVR can be expressed as
where γ and e i represent the regularization constant and the training error for x i , respectively. To solve Equation (2), the Lagrange multiplier optimal programming method is employed to find the solutions of ω and e. By altering the constraint problem into an non-constraint problem, the objective function can be achieved [23] . The Lagrange function, L, can be calculated as
where β i is the Lagrange multiplier.
By applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [68] , the optimal conditions can be computed by independently calculating the partial derivatives of Equation (4) with respect to ω, b, e, and β, as follows:
The linear equations are obtained after the disposal of e i , and ω can be expressed as
After the elimination of e i and ω from Equation (4), the kernel trick is applied. According to Mercer's condition, the Kernel trick can be expressed as
the LSSVR can be expressed as
Numerous kernel functions (e.g., linear, polynomial, radial basis (RBF), and spline functions) are utilized to solve regression problems [69, 70] . The accuracies of LSSVR models developed using various kernel functions differ from each other. The kernel function type plays a vital role in constructing a highly accurate LSSVR model [71] . In the present study, the commonly used RBF was applied, and it is expressed in Equation (8).
M5RT
The M5 model regression tree (M5RT), first introduced by Quinlan [72] , is a decision-tree-based regression approach. The M5 model regression tree changes over the nonlinear relationship between input and output parameters into a piecewise linear relationship. The M5RT splitting criterion is the difference principle of sample attributes (standard deviation reduction, SDR).
where T speaks to a set of examples that achieves the node, Ti is the subset of examples having the i-th result of the potential set; and sd speaks to the standard deviation [73, 74] . In M5RT splitting, linear regression functions exist at the leaves instead of the class labels in decision trees. Model regression trees sum up the idea of simple regression trees [75] . Figure 3 shows how the space partition of M5RT should be possible. As observed from the figure, space partitioning of the model is a recursive space two-differentiation problem. In the first step, two differentiation rules (X2, X1) are developed; in the second step, a chopping process is employed. In the first step, the initial tree is built using the splitting criterion that minimizes the intra-subset variation in the class values down each branch, instead of maximizing the information gain at each interior node. Model 5 regression trees are better than classic regression trees due to having a smaller size and containing fewer variables in the regression functions [76] [77] [78] . Details on M5RT can be obtained from Quinlan [72] .
Dataset and Statistical Analysis
The hourly wind speed and wind power data from 1 January to 28 February 2015 were used in this study to forecast one-hour-ahead wind speed (WS) and wind power (WP). Data were obtained from the Sotavento Galicia (SG) wind farm, which is supported by the Galician Regional Autonomous Government (http://www.sotaventogalicia.com/en/technical-area/monitored-data). Five different technologies and nine different machine models are used in the wind farm, and it comprises 24 wind turbines. The rating of the power and the mean yearly generation of the SG farm are 17.56 MW and 33,364 MWh, respectively. This farm is associated with the substation at A Mourela in As Pontes through a 9-km high-volt energy feed line. In the region, the wind prevails on the east-west axis with an average WS of 6.41 m/s. The anemometric towers measure the WS and its direction at two heights, the pressure and temperature of air at the lower level, and the solar radiation and air density. The wind turbine supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system measures the 10-min average data of wind speed, and the wind power generated cumulatively.
In this study, a cross-validation procedure was adopted for evaluating the methods. The crossvalidation method is utilized in data-driven modeling because methods are highly dependent on data characteristics (e.g., distribution, complexity, correlation among the variables, etc.). Each SC method applied in this study highly depends on its control parameters, and these parameters are calibrated using measured input-output data. Therefore, applying various datasets and evaluating employed methods with respect to their average accuracy is a good approach. In the cross-validation procedure, the data were first divided into four equal parts. Three parts were then utilized for training and the remaining part was adopted for testing the methods. The process was repeated until each part of the data was utilized for testing. The summary statistics of hourly wind speed and wind power data are summarized in Table 1. In the table, M1, Model 5 regression trees are better than classic regression trees due to having a smaller size and containing fewer variables in the regression functions [76] [77] [78] . Details on M5RT can be obtained from Quinlan [72] .
In this study, a cross-validation procedure was adopted for evaluating the methods. The cross-validation method is utilized in data-driven modeling because methods are highly dependent on data characteristics (e.g., distribution, complexity, correlation among the variables, etc.). Each SC method applied in this study highly depends on its control parameters, and these parameters are calibrated using measured input-output data. Therefore, applying various datasets and evaluating employed methods with respect to their average accuracy is a good approach. In the cross-validation procedure, the data were first divided into four equal parts. Three parts were then utilized for training and the remaining part was adopted for testing the methods. The process was repeated until each part of the data was utilized for testing. The summary statistics of hourly wind speed and wind power data are summarized in Table 1. In the table, M1, M2, M3 , and M4 are the four equal parts of the entire data for the cross-validation process. As clearly seen from the table, wind speed and wind power generally indicate high positive skewness. 
Results and Discussion
In the first part of the research, the prediction of hourly wind speed using previous values was carried out. Then, the accuracy of LSSVR, M5RT, NF-GP, and NF-SC was tested for hourly wind power prediction. Root-mean-square errors (RMSE), mean absolute errors (MAE), and coefficients of determination (R 2 ) were used for evaluating the applied models. RMSE is one of the most commonly used statistics for measuring prediction error. MAE is another statistical index used for measuring the absolute error between observed and predicted values. R 2 represents the degree of linear relationship between the predicted and observed data. These three indices are commonly utilized for evaluating model prediction performance in the field of wind energy [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Their equations are as follows:
where N is the total number of observations, W O is the observed wind speed/wind power, W f is the predicted wind speed/wind power, W O is the average of observed wind speed/wind power, and W f is the average predicted wind speed/wind power. Before application of the models, the input numbers should be decided to predict the wind speed/wind power. For this purpose, correlation analysis (CA) was employed to wind speed and wind power time series to observe the effect of antecedent wind speed and wind power values. Correlation analysis was successfully used in previous studies for the determination of inputs of data-driven models [84] [85] [86] [87] . Sudheer et al. [84] used correlation analysis and determined the optimal inputs for an artificial neural network (ANN) in modeling the complex rainfall-runoff phenomenon. Kisi [85] determined the optimal inputs of ANN in modeling a nonlinear discharge-sediment relationship. Li and Shi [86] applied correlation analysis for the determination optimal inputs of ANN in wind speed forecasting. Zemzami and Benaabidate [87] applied correlation analysis for deciding the inputs of data-driven models in the prediction of daily streamflows. On the basis of correlation analysis employed in the current study, four previous values were selected for each variable as follows: (i) WS t−1 ; (ii) WS t−1 , WS t−2 ; (iii) WS t−1 , WS t−2 , WS t−3 ; and (iv) WS t−1 , WS t−2 , WS t−3 , WS t−4 for wind speed, and (i) WP t−1 ; (ii) WP t−1 , WP t−2 ; (iii) WP t−1 , WP t−2 , WP t−3 ; and (iv) WP t−1 , WP t−2 , WP t−3 , WP t−4 for wind power (see Table 2 ).
Hourly Wind Speed Prediction Using NF-SC, NF-GP, LSSVR, and M5RT Methods
The test results of the two NF methods are given in Table 2 . It can be seen from the table that NF-SC and NF-GP models give different prediction results for different inputs and datasets. It can be observed from the average statistics that both methods provided the worst accuracy in the third input combination. Input combinations (ii) and (iv) had better accuracy compared to input combinations (i) and (iii) for all datasets. Input combination (ii) gave slightly better results for the NF-GP method compared to input combination (iv). For the NF-SC method, the performance of input combination (iv) was superior to the other combinations. It is obvious from the table that both methods had the worst accuracy for the M2 dataset. The reason for this may be the fact that the maximum and minimum wind speed values of the testing data set (WS max = 23.13 m/s and WS min = 3.71 m/s) were higher and lower, respectively, than the corresponding values of the training dataset (Table 1) . From this, we can say that the trained NF-GP and NF-SC methods may have difficulties in extrapolating lower and higher values in the M2 case. It is clear that the NF-GP and NF-SC methods gave good results for the M4 dataset for all input combinations. It is obvious from Table 2 that the NF-GP method performed slightly better than the NF-SC method with respect to average performance criteria. The reason for this may be the fact that NF-GP includes much more fuzzy rules (or consequent parameters) than the NF-SC model, and this may provide more flexibility to this method in predicting wind speed. The test statistics of the optimal LSSVR and M5RT models are summarized in Table 3 . Here, input combinations (iii) and (iv) performed worse than the other combinations. Input combination (ii) gave slightly better results for the LSSVR method compared to input combination (i). For the M5RT method, input combination (i) outperformed the other combinations. Similar to the NF-GP and NF-SC methods, the LSSVR and M5RT methods had the worst accuracy for the M2 dataset due to the extrapolation difficulties as mentioned before. The best models of the LSSVR and M5RT methods were obtained for the M4 dataset using input combinations (ii) and (i), respectively. As observed from Table 3 , LSSVR's performance was superior to M5RT in one-hour-ahead wind speed prediction. The main reason for this might be the nonlinear structure of LSSVR compared to M5RT, which uses linear equations for simulation. Various control parameters were considered for each LSSVR model, and the optimal values that provided the minimum RMSE in the test period were selected for each dataset. The optimal parameters of LSSVR are reported in Table 4 . Here, M1 shows model 1 whereas (100, 12) refers to the regularization constant and the RBF kernel's width, respectively. The variation in control parameters of LSSVR with respect to RMSE is illustrated in Figure 4 for the M4 dataset. According to the comparison of NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods (Tables 2 and 3) , it is clear that the LSSVR method outperformed the other models in predicting wind speed of the Sotavento Galicia wind farm. There was a slight difference between LSSVR and NF-GP methods. The M5RT method gave inferior results compared to the other methods. The linear structure of this method might be the reason for this, because wind speed fluctuations are highly nonlinear. The average errors of the NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods for each input combination are illustrated in Figure 5a ,b. As observed from the figure, the average RMSE and MAE values of the LSSVR method were smaller than those of the other models for all input combinations. The LSSVR decreased the overall average RMSE error of NF-GP, NF-SC, and M5RT by 1.68%, 2.94%, and 11.71%, respectively. According to the comparison of NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods ( Table 2 and Table  3 ), it is clear that the LSSVR method outperformed the other models in predicting wind speed of the Sotavento Galicia wind farm. There was a slight difference between LSSVR and NF-GP methods. The M5RT method gave inferior results compared to the other methods. The linear structure of this method might be the reason for this, because wind speed fluctuations are highly nonlinear. The average errors of the NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods for each input combination are illustrated in Figures 5a,b. As observed from the figure, the average RMSE and MAE values of the LSSVR method were smaller than those of the other models for all input combinations. The LSSVR decreased the overall average RMSE error of NF-GP, NF-SC, and M5RT by 1.68%, 2.94%, and 11.71%, respectively. Figures 6a-d show the observed and predicted hourly wind speeds using all methods for the M4 dataset with their best input combinations. It is apparent from the figure that NF-GP, NF-SC, and LSSVR methods provided higher R 2 values for the M4 dataset. The figure also shows that the NF-GP model gave a slightly higher value of R 2 than the LSSVR model. From the fitted line equations, however, it is apparent that the LSSVR model was closer to the ideal line compared to NF-GP (see the slope and bias coefficients in Figure 6 ). In fact, both models (LSSVR and NF-GP) had almost the same accuracy in wind speed forecasting. The best (NF-GP) and worst (M5RT) models were also tested in wind speed prediction for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead) using the best dataset (M4). The new model results are compared in Table 5 . As expected, the models' accuracies deteriorated upon increasing the Figure 6a-d show the observed and predicted hourly wind speeds using all methods for the M4 dataset with their best input combinations. It is apparent from the figure that NF-GP, NF-SC, and LSSVR methods provided higher R 2 values for the M4 dataset. The figure also shows that the NF-GP model gave a slightly higher value of R 2 than the LSSVR model. From the fitted line equations, however, it is apparent that the LSSVR model was closer to the ideal line compared to NF-GP (see the slope and bias coefficients in Figure 6 ). In fact, both models (LSSVR and NF-GP) had almost the same accuracy in wind speed forecasting. Figures 6a-d show the observed and predicted hourly wind speeds using all methods for the M4 dataset with their best input combinations. It is apparent from the figure that NF-GP, NF-SC, and LSSVR methods provided higher R 2 values for the M4 dataset. The figure also shows that the NF-GP model gave a slightly higher value of R 2 than the LSSVR model. From the fitted line equations, however, it is apparent that the LSSVR model was closer to the ideal line compared to NF-GP (see the slope and bias coefficients in Figure 6 ). In fact, both models (LSSVR and NF-GP) had almost the same accuracy in wind speed forecasting. The best (NF-GP) and worst (M5RT) models were also tested in wind speed prediction for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead) using the best dataset (M4). The new model results are compared in Table 5 . As expected, the models' accuracies deteriorated upon increasing the The best (NF-GP) and worst (M5RT) models were also tested in wind speed prediction for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead) using the best dataset (M4). The new model results are compared in Table 5 . As expected, the models' accuracies deteriorated upon increasing the forecast horizons. From the table, it is clear that the NF-GP model's performance was superior to that of the M5RT model in wind speed prediction for all considered horizons. It can be observed that increasing the input lag beyond two (combination (ii)) generally did not increases model accuracy. These results are parallel to previous studies [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . This indicates the necessity of examining different input lags to obtain the most effective one in WS forecasting. 
Hourly Wind Power Prediction Using NF-SC, NF-GP, LSSVR, and M5RT Methods
In this section, the accuracy of the four methods was examined in one-hour-ahead wind power prediction using previous values. Similar to the previous application, the cross-validation method was also utilized here. The best control parameters of the LSSVR models are reported in Table 6 . The RMSE, MAE, and R 2 statistics of the applied methods are reported in Tables 7 and 8 . As obviously seen from the tables, all methods also performed the worst for the M2 dataset, probably due to the extrapolation difficulties (WPmax = 15.85 MW), while they performed very well for the M4 dataset. It is also obvious from Tables 7 and 8 that LSSVR, NF-GP, and NF-SC showed similar accuracy for different input combinations. However, the M5RT method gave worse results than the other methods for all datasets probably due to its linear structure. Table 6 . Parameters of LSSVR for each input combination for wind power prediction.
Cross-Validation Test Dataset
Input Combination Figure 7a ,b show the average errors statistics of all the applied methods for different input combinations. As seen from the figure, NF-GP performed better than the other methods for all input combinations from the viewpoints of RMSE, MAE, and R 2 . Input combination (i) gave the best results for the NF-GP and M5RT models, whereas input combination (ii) provided the best accuracy for the LSSVR and NF-SC models. However, input combination (iii) gave the worst results for the NF-GP and NF-SC models, whereas input combination (iv) performed the worst for the LSSVR and M5RT models. The figure also reports that both NF methods performed slightly better than the LSSVR method for all input combinations. NF-GP decreased the overall average RMSE errors of the NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods by 1.30%, 4.52%, and 15.6%, respectively. Figures 7a,b show the average errors statistics of all the applied methods for different input combinations. As seen from the figure, NF-GP performed better than the other methods for all input combinations from the viewpoints of RMSE, MAE, and R 2 . Input combination (i) gave the best results for the NF-GP and M5RT models, whereas input combination (ii) provided the best accuracy for the LSSVR and NF-SC models. However, input combination (iii) gave the worst results for the NF-GP and NF-SC models, whereas input combination (iv) performed the worst for the LSSVR and M5RT models. The figure also reports that both NF methods performed slightly better than the LSSVR method for all input combinations. NF-GP decreased the overall average RMSE errors of the NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods by 1.30%, 4.52%, and 15.6%, respectively. The observed and predicted hourly wind powers using all the methods are shown in Figures  8a-d for the M4 dataset. As apparent from the figure, the NF-GP and NF-SC models were in good agreement with the observed wind power data. The NF-GP and NF-SC methods provided higher R 2 values for each dataset than the other methods. The figure also reports that the LSSVR method gave slightly higher values of R 2 than the NF-GP method. The slope and bias coefficients for the NF-GP model were closer to the 1 and 0, respectively, compared to values for the LSSVR, NF-SC, and M5RT The observed and predicted hourly wind powers using all the methods are shown in Figure 8a -d for the M4 dataset. As apparent from the figure, the NF-GP and NF-SC models were in good agreement with the observed wind power data. The NF-GP and NF-SC methods provided higher R 2 values for each dataset than the other methods. The figure also reports that the LSSVR method gave slightly higher values of R 2 than the NF-GP method. The slope and bias coefficients for the NF-GP model were closer to the 1 and 0, respectively, compared to values for the LSSVR, NF-SC, and M5RT models. It can be clearly seen from the scatterplots that M5RT had more scattered predictions compared to LSSVR, NF-GP, and NF-SC. Table 9 compares the best (NF-GP) and worst (M5RT) models in wind power prediction for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead) using the best dataset (M4). A decrease in model accuracy can also be clearly observed here with respect to an increase in forecast horizons. As seen from the test results, the NF-GP model outperformed the M5RT model for the all horizons and input combinations. It can be observed that increasing the input lag beyond one (combination (i)) generally did not improves the model accuracy. It is evident from the existing literature that increasing the input lag does not guarantee better forecast performance [93, 94] . Sometimes, a high number of inputs has a negative impact on variance and causes a more complex model, leading to poor forecasting performance. Therefore, several values of input lag should be searched in the case of WS or WP forecasting using data-driven methods. Table 9 compares the best (NF-GP) and worst (M5RT) models in wind power prediction for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead) using the best dataset (M4). A decrease in model accuracy can also be clearly observed here with respect to an increase in forecast horizons. As seen from the test results, the NF-GP model outperformed the M5RT model for the all horizons and input combinations. It can be observed that increasing the input lag beyond one (combination (i)) generally did not improves the model accuracy. It is evident from the existing literature that increasing the input lag does not guarantee better forecast performance [93, 94] . Sometimes, a high number of inputs has a negative impact on variance and causes a more complex model, leading to poor forecasting performance. Therefore, several values of input lag should be searched in the case of WS or WP forecasting using data-driven methods. 
Conclusions
In this study, hourly wind speed and wind power time-series data were used to examine the prediction capability of the NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods. Three statistical indices (RMSE, MAE, and R 2 ) were used for evaluating the performance of these methods. Four heuristic soft computing techniques were employed in one-hour-ahead wind speed prediction using previous values. The cross-validation method was employed to better evaluate the applied methods. The comparison results showed that LSSVR and NF-GP had almost same accuracy, and they performed better than the other soft computing models. LSSVR decreased the overall average RMSE error of NF-GP, NF-SC, and M5RT by 1.68%, 2.94%, and 11.71%, respectively. The capability of the four methods was also examined in the prediction of wind power using previous values. NF-GP decreased the overall average RMSE error of NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT by 1.30%, 4.52%, and 15.60%, respectively. The results indicated that LSSVR and NF-GP had almost the same accuracy and performed better compared to other methods. The overall results also indicated that the M5RT method gave the worst results in both applications. The results showed that hourly WS and WP could be successfully predicted using the NF-GP and LSSVR methods.
NF-GP and M5RT were also compared in forecasting WS and WP for multiple horizons (from one to five hours ahead). The results indicated the superior accuracy of the first model compared to the latter one. Only one or two input lags were found to be enough for multiple-hours-ahead WS and WP forecasting.
This study examined the ability of two different neuro-fuzzy methods, as well as the LSSVR and M5RT methods, in predicting hourly wind speed and wind power. The main limitation of this study was using limited data from one site. It is known that the effect of inter-annual variability on one-hour-ahead WS or WP prediction is relatively small. It will be better to get more training data from different years to address this effect. In fact, this is a limitation of the models presented in the current study. The NF-GP, NF-SC, LSSVR, and M5RT methods can be compared to each other using much more hourly data from other climatic regions. The accuarcy of the four methods may also be compared using evolutionary algorithms in the calibration of their control parameters. 
